= Hamburger says AIEE Instrumentation already arranging to discuss with IEEE counterpart what is best approach for IEEE organization.

= Absalom thinks Communication Div should be included

= Schall - OK but wants to include some space afffullac

= Bob Mark - OK for Industry Div

= Chuck Woodson thinks Power Div OK - but not interested in including "Energy" in Power Div

Chuck suggests their for "Control, Computers, and Instrumentation" rather against pooling Computers with Control & Instrumentation. AIEE was for Computing & Machining (11,000 members) might take out.

= Better suggest formally Information Processing Div. would include all above. Names of computers in control is small.

= Should be a division to represent every large segment of the membership of IEEE.

= Administrative and coordinating division

- Parent AIEEE

= E Div

- AIEEE electronics comm should be science aspect of electronics

- Materials - only electrical focus

- Some devices - magnetic amplifier, electron tubes. Transformer. Solid state devices